
1 Ogilby  
Sugar maple 1 severe 
decline takedown 14” dia. 
Weeping beech trees 3 
prune unsightly dead 
branches from cankers on 
twigs and branches. 1 
beech may not recover, 
larger dead leader needs 
to be removed. 
Cutting of lights around 
trunk and branches of 
tree and remove.  
*Aerial lift and climbing 
arborist required 

2 Vernon St. across from 98 
Sugar maple 1 dead takedown 18” dia.  
Linden tree 1 right of entrance to 
football field dead top and excessive 
decay base of tree takedown 27 “ dia.  
*Crane, aerial lift, box truck and log 
loader  

3 Vernon St. front 86 
Linden tree between sidewalk 
and drive takedown 10” dia. 

9 Grounds 

Dept. Building 
along parking lot  
Linden tree between 
sidewalk and drive 
takedown 10” dia. 

4 96 Vernon St. 
Right side of building 
directional pruning of 
red maple for house 
and roof clearance get 
standard 12-15 feet 
prune to trunk or  
lateral branch. 

8 121 Allen Pl. (Zach Hillel House parking) 
Mature  red maple trees with excessive decay base of 
tree with carpenter ant activity, larger upper leader 
with cavity opening  both sides of stem, significant past 
storm damage and upper decay in main branches.  
From a limited visual inspection tree is a high risk for 
future storm damage. Takedown of tree 43” dia. 

5 Vernon St. East end  

     in parking lot 
Red maple east side of parking 
lot prune larger deadwood over 
parking lot. Reduction pruning 
of 2-6 inch dia. Limbs over park-
ing lot to reduce risk of storm 
damage.  
*Aerial lift required. 

6 Vernon St. next field in 

construction area 
Three mature oak trees reduction 
pruning of longer over- extending 
branches over field and access 
drive. Pruning of branches 5-14” 
dia. To trunk or lateral branch to 
improve tree architect and reduce 
risk of storm damage. Prune larg-
er dead branches for tree health. 
(50”, 57”, 56” dia.) 
*Aerial lift 75 foot and climbing 
arborists required.  

7 Ferris Building  
Next building and along walkway pruning of 15 honey 
locust  trees. Reduction pruning over-extending   
branches  back to lateral or main trunk of tree to 
reduce risk of storm damage and to improve natural 
tree form and shape. Prune deadwood to reduce tree 
litter and for safety.  
*Aerial lift and climbing arborist required. 


